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B.A. 3rd Semester (Honours) Examination, 2020 (CBCS) 

Subject: Political Science 

Paper: CC-6 

[Public Administration: Basic Theories] 

Time: 3 Hours                                                                                Full Marks: 60 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.  

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable. 

���� ���� 	
����� ������� �������।  

���������� ���	�� ����� �� �! "#� ���$ %��। 
 

1. Answer any six of the following questions:                                               5x6 = 30 

   ���&� (� (��� )!* ��+� "#� ��,।  
a) Write a short note on the concept of 'span of control'.      

'��!.��� ��/��' - 1����*� "�� 2�* 	
��3 4�� (��। 

b) Point out any five important features of Human Relations theory introduced by Elton Mayo.  

2�5� (��!� "�����$ ������	6�� ���� $�7� (� (��� ��8&* 9:���� ;���< "�=� ��। 

c) Write a short note on the Decision Making theory propounded by Herbert Simon.  

%����5 	�>���� "�����$ �	?�� @%� ��A!�� $7* 	6���  2�* 	
��3 4�� (��।   

d) What, according to Maslow, are the five levels of ‘Hierarchy of Needs’? Discuss briefly.     

��	���� 1���� B�C��!� 'Hierarchy of Needs' 2� ��8&* /� �� ��? 	
���� R���&�� ��। 

e) Point out any five advantages of ‘Hierarchy’ as an administrative principle.    

���	��� ���$ �%	��� 'A���S /� ������	�' (� (��� �8&* 	C��1� "�=� ��।  

f) Write a short note on the importance of ‘Unity of Command’ in administration.    

���	�� 'R����� T����' 9: 	6���  2�* 	
��3 4�� (��। 

g) Write a short note on the importance of ‘Delegation of Authority’ in administration.   

���	�� '�$U 7 �$������' ��!����!$� 	6���  2�* 	
��3 4�� (��।  

h) Point out any five differences between ‘Line’ and ‘Staff’ agency.      

'Line' 2�
 'Staff' 2��Z�� ��1� (� (��� ��8&* ������ "�=� ��। 

 

2) Answer any three of the following question. 

���&� �+��� ��1� (� (��� �$�* ��+� "#� ��,।              3 x 10 = 30 

a) Do you think Public Administration as a discipline as an independent discipline has been 

suffering from a crisis of identity? Argue in support of your answer.   

$C �� �� ��� �� 2�* [!
	6��� ��\ �%	��� �����	� ��\ ����&�$� 	
��5 �C গ�ছ? ($���� 

"#��� 	��� �C�_ ��,। 
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b) Discuss the important features of Scientific Management theory introduced by F.W.Taylor.  

F.W. Taylor - 2� "�����$ ;�c���� �������� $�7� 9:���� ;���<�� R���&�� ��।  

c) Write a critical note on Max Weber’s concept of ‘Ideal-type’ bureaucracy.    

���d ,�!����� 'R���1����' R���$�.� 1����* 	6���  2�* 	�����&������ 4�� (��।  

d) Write a note on the ‘Fused-Prismatic-Diffracted’ model developed by Riggs.    

��গ[���$ 'Fused-Prismatic-Diffracted' ��i� 	6���  2�* 4�� (��।  

e) Examine the major features of New Public Management.     

�� �����&����� (��l! ;���<�� R���&�� ��।   
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